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The explosion of data in recent years has opened a world of possibilities
for companies and individuals, giving them the opportunity to derive
learning from all of their data and apply it into their decision making.
Traditionally the data, stored in a Database management system (DBMS)
needed to be extracted and moved to a server where the analysis would
take place. In-database analytics refers to the trend that seeks to
integrate the analytical process into the database, making the analysis
process scalable, fast and secure. In this paper we present a state-of-
the-art review in the field of in-database analytics focusing on Big Data,
the progress that has been made since its appearance and the current
challenges researchers are facing.

In-database analytics are performed in three main ways:
• Translating predictive models into SQL: This method only requires
certain tasks that would be performed by the analytical tool suite to be
translated into SQL queries that can natively be executed directly in the
database. This is a widely used method even though it presents some
language expressiveness limitations.
• User defined functions in process space: External libraries are
loaded as user defined functions that can be called as any other function
in an SQL statement. They can benefit from the database’s parallelism
and use its memory just like any other query.
• User defined functions out-of-process: Similarly to the previous,
but instead of being executed in the process space of the database they
are executed out-of-process which means that they have their own
resources and are more safe to use but their performance won’t match
the one of in-process user defined functions.

We have seen the many benefits of using in-database analytics, but as
with every growing technology it is not without its limitations.
Researchers of the university of Wisconsin-Madison found a series of
shortcomings when it came to the current use of in-database analytics
while speaking to some of the leaders in the industry, Oracle and EMC
Greenplum[7]. They uncovered that while in-database analytics toolkits
have been available in RDBMS sine late 1990s and 2000s the main
bottleneck that hindered the development of in-database capabilities in
RDBMS was having to implement every new statistical technique into the
system, to do so they followed an ad hoc process and every new
technique would have its own set of requirements which impedes code
reuse across different algorithms and makes the development progress
longer. A few years later Daniel Ritter found that at present using a
database-centric system showed some shortcomings in terms of
language expressiveness, for example timed-aggregations were not
possible, and also that when mixing SQL and PL/SQL there was some
latency and the performance suffered slightly. [8]

While there exist at the present several third party libraries that offer off-
the-shelf analytical algorithms, they haven’t been able to keep up with
some of the trends in the field. When a group of researchers identified a
lacking of machine learning algorithms in the existing technologies for in-
database analytics, they proposed MLog; a high-level language to
integrate machine learning into data management systems.[18]
However, these are only the first steps in a field that has been barely
explored in the field of in-database analytics.

Much work can still be done to improve in-database analytics. On the
architecture side a solution to facilitate the development of complex
analytical techniques and the possibility to reuse the code between
different databases is still required. In the future it is also expected that
steps towards more comprehensive languages will be taken, be it by
extending SQL even more or by integrating different programming
languages.
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In-database analytics has a wide range of possible applications but it is
particularly useful in systems that require the use and analysis of real-
time data, and where small response times are vital, and those were
sensitive data is handled and it is preferred to maintain it in the database.

A few examples of use-cases:
• Fraud detection: systems that need to quickly be able to execute
anomaly detection algorithms over the stored data. Credit card
companies for example rely on in-database analytics to detect possible
fraudulent transactions, since they store years worth of usage data they
can flag transactions with suspicious amounts, locations or retailers[15].
• Energy consumption: a study was conducted on the use of in-
database analytics for the analysis of data obtained with smart meters
installed in customer’s houses to keep track of their energy consumption
combined with the data associated with the customer, geographical
location..etc[17]. By analyzing all this data they expected to identify
customer consumption patterns, peaks in demand to ensure supply,
possible energy theft and provide personalized feedback to customers.
• Healthcare: improving assisted living systems (AAL)[5], systems
that “use information and communication technologies (ICT) in a person's
daily living and working environment to enable them to stay active longer,
remain socially connected and live independently into old age”[6]. The
proposed system used in-database machine learning methods to model
early night behaviours. They installed five different types of sensors in
the homes of the participants in the study, whenever the sensors would
insert data into the active database it would trigger a user-defined-
function that would perform certain actions. They divided this actions
between short term and long term, the first ones only utilized the last
data inputted and often did not require any analytics, the long term
actions on the other hand were those that required collecting data over a
longer period of time to be analyzed to look for patterns and learn about
abnormal behaviours of the subjects.
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INTRODUCTION
With the irruption Big Data, it became necessary to analyze much larger
quantities of heterogeneous data proceeding from various different
sources and stored in diverse formats. The analytical process has become
more complex and sophisticated to keep up with the new data trends, the
traditional approach used to perform analytics -consisting on extracting
data from the DBMS where it is stored to perform the analysis in a
separate system- is no longer optimal. The main issue with this approach
is the extraction of data: there is no simple way to extract large quantities
of homogeneous data, the memory of the system is often not large
enough to contain all the data required for the analysis and it is not
uncommon to have stored sensitive information that needs to be
maintained properly encrypted at all times. Other factors that have
pushed researchers to find alternatives to the need of shipping data to be
analyzed are the need of updating all copies of the data whenever new
data becomes available and the amount of time needed to extract data,
as short response times are preferred when performing certain analytical
tasks[1].
In-database analytics is a solution devised for this problem. The term in-
database analytics refers to all analytical techniques that are applied
directly to the database. In-database analytics brings into the game
several advantages when compared with the traditional approach when
performing predictive analytics[3]:
• Time saving: When using in-database analytics it is possible to
take advantage of the parallel database engines to perform analytical
tasks, thus, increasing the performance and reducing the response time,
in contrast to performing computations using analytical tools and slow
file management systems.
• Simple processing of unstructured data: by transforming complex
statistical processes into manageable queries and moving clustering rules
into the database Simple processing of unstructured database eliminates
the difficulty of exporting these rules.
• No need for temporary storage: using in-database analytics
eliminates most temporal data storage challenges since data is directly
handled and stored in the database.
• Shared environments: in-database analytics allow business units
to have access to the same raw data, data transformations and
metadata. This way all collaborations have access to the most recent
developments and knowledge transfer is made simple.
While “In-database analytics” usually refers to the analytic capabilities of
a database- that is relational databases and column stores- the use of
the term is used increasingly to refer also to the analytic capabilities
embedded in data warehouses, data appliances and Hadoop clusters.[2]
In this paper we will focus mainly on the database-centric model used on
the analysis of big data.

Querying systems, frameworks & interfaces
• AIDA - an abstraction for advanced in-database analytics - is a
framework that keeps the computation in the RDBMS, and emulates the
syntax and semantics of popular statistical Python packages in order to
be able to work with both linear algebra and relational operations
simultaneously. [12]
• The Blaze ecosystem provides an interface for multiple backends,
such as SQL databases, NoSQL data stores, Spark, Hive, Impala, and raw
data files [14]. This makes it easy to use, but also reduces the analytic
options.
• ibmdbpy is an open-source Python interface developed by IBM
works by connecting to distant databases and providing analytics
functions that are translated in SQL queries and pushed to the RDBMS for
execution, leaving the data where it is. [14]
• SubspaceDB is a querying system that implements subspace
clustering directly within an RDBMS. It focuses on retrieving optimal
answers to medoid, neighbourhood, partial similarity, and prominence
queries and shows to be over 10 times faster than a conventional
wrapper-based or SQL UDF approach. [16]

Database systems
• MonetDB is a columnar database, following the relational data
model. It runs all kinds of statistical queries by just wrapping this code in
a SQL user-defined function [24].
• SAP HANA is an in-memory, column-oriented, relational DBMS
that performs in-database analytics. SAP HANA makes use of the
MapReduce programming model. This supports parallelizable user-
defined functions and features a generalized version of recursion to
support advanced analytics. [19]
• SAS + Teradata: Teradata Vantage is a new “modern analytics
platform.(...) SAS is an integral and essential component in a Vantage
deployment, as SAS delivers analytic tools and languages that extend the
new Vantage platform to create a complete analytic ecosystem.” [23]
Together they can deliver in-database analytics.
• PostgreSQL + MADlib: PostgreSQL is a great database for Big
Data, since it checks the three V’s: Volume, Variety and Velocity [22]. In-
database analytics can be performed using PostgreSQL with MADlib. This
is a free, open-source library of in-database analytic methods. It provides
an evolving suite of SQL-based algorithms for machine learning, data
mining and statistics that run at scale within a database engine, with no
need for data import/export to other tools [21].
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